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ABSTRACT 

Jewish history in Kerala is based on sources mainly from the colonial period 

onward and mostly in European languages, failing to account for the premodern 

history of Jews in Kerala. These early modern sources are based on oral traditions of 

Paradeśi Jews in Cochin, who view the majority of Kerala Jews as inferior. 

Consequently, the premodern history of Kerala Jews remains untold, despite the 

existence of premodern sources that undermine unsupported notions about the 

premodern history of Kerala Jews: a Jewish ‘ur-settlement’ called Shingly in 

Kodungallur and a centuries-old isolation from world Jewry. This paper reconstructs 

Jewish history in premodern Kerala solely based on premodern travelogues and 

literature on the one hand and on historical documents in Old Malayalam, Hebrew and 

Judeo-Arabic on the other hand. Sources of the early modern period are then 

examined for tracing the origins of the Shingly myth arguing that the incorporation of 

the Shingly legend into the historiography of Kerala Jews was affected by contacts 

with European Jews in the Age of Discoveries rather than being a reflection of 

historical events. 

Keywords: Malabar, Geniza, Malayalam, Jews, Shingly 

I BETWEEN FACTS AND FICTION: COCHIN JEWISH HISTORIOGRAPHY 

The historiography of Kerala Jews conventionally begins with Kodungallur, where an 

Old Malayalam inscription was granted in 1000 CE to Joseph Rabban, presumably a 

Jew, by a Hindu King, Bhaskara Ravi Varman.1 The inscription was first introduced 

in November 1686 to Mosseh Pereyra de Paiva, a Jewish visitor from Amsterdam, by 

the leaders of the Paradeśi Jewish community in Cochin.2 The Paradeśis presented the 
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inscription as evidence for their lost kingdom in Kodungallur and for the origin of 

their community in a royal family traced back to the aforementioned Joseph Rabban. 

They presented this inscription time and again to foreign visitors, Jewish and 

Christian alike, repeating the claim of a long lost glorious past. The problem is that 

the Paradeśi community was established sometime towards the mid-sixteenth century, 

so it is unclear which community kept the copper plates since the eleventh century 

and how it ended up in Cochin.3 The other Jewish communities in Parur, 

Chennamangalam, Mala and the market towns in Cochin and Ernakulam can be 

traced back to the premodern period, but their members were hardly ever consulted 

for their origin myths. Moreover, the Paradeśi narrations were recorded in foreign 

languages - Portuguese, Dutch, English and, later on, in Hebrew as well,4 with no 

comparable accounts or references in Malayalam sources or in records left by the 

other, older communities. 

Despite the lack of evidence to support it, the Paradeśi legends were incorporated into 

scholarly historiography presupposing a lost Jewish ‘ur-settlemen’ in Kodungallur. In 

early-modern Hebrew sources, this lost Jewish kingdom came to be known as Shingly 

that was in turn ‘identified’ as Kodungallur as well.5 The European encounter with the 

Paradeśi Jews is, consequently, perceived by modern Jewish historians as the 

discovery of an isolated Jewish community long lost to the global Jewish Diaspora.6 

Contrarily, historical evidence related to Jews in Kerala undermines both notions of 

an ‘ur-settlement’ and of centuries-old isolation. The evidence is scattered between 

different types of sources ranging from Old Malayalam inscriptions and literature to 

business letters of India Jewish traders in Judeo-Arabic and travelogues. Additionally, 

the cultural heritage of Kerala Jews provides further evidence for the origins of a 
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Jewish Malayalam speech community in the thirteenth century and for a Jewish 

literary evolution beginning in the fifteenth century.7  

In what follows, I reconstruct the premodern history of Kerala Jews based on 

premodern sources alone. These sources are in different languages: Old Malayalam, 

Classical Hebrew, Judeo-Arabic and Arabic.8 Besides their various cultural and 

historical backgrounds, they belong to different genres; some are historical documents 

per se such as royal grants and business letters, while others are literary compositions 

like travelogues and ballads. The textual and contextual variations in the relevant 

sources are separately based on a two-fold division of language and genre so as to 

allow for critical and comparative utilization of the sources in rewriting Jewish history 

in Malabar.  

II HISTORICAL RECORDS IN MALAYALAM 

The Kollam copper-plates inscription (849 CE) in Old Malayalam is the earliest 

evidence for Jews reaching the region.9 The inscription is a royal grant given to the 

merchant guilds maṇigrāmam and añcuvaṇṇam in the southern port-city Kollam with 

signatures in Kufic, Pahlavi and Hebrew scripts attesting the presence of Arab and 

Persian Christians, Muslims, Zoroastrians and Jews at the scene. The beneficiary of 

the grant is Maruvān Sapīr Īśo, a Nestorian Christian who established a market town 

and received lands for founding a place called Tarissāppaḷḷi.10 The benefactor is the 

ruler of Venad, Ayyaṉ Aṭikaḷ, at the time of the Cera king Sthāṇu Ravi Varma. 

The Sanskrit terms maṇigrāmam (derived from vaṇij, 'merchant' and grāmam, 

'community') and añcuvaṇṇam (derived from anjumān, 'organisation') suggest that the 

parties involved were composed of traders from India as well as from West Asia.11 

We do not know whether the foreign signatories permanently settled in Kollam; some 
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of them were probably sojourners going back and forth across the Arabian Sea. We do 

know, however, that the names of these two trade guilds recur in other inscriptions 

related to Indian Ocean maritime trade networks.12   

The term añcuvaṇṇam re-appears in another grant in Old Malayalam, conventionally 

known as the Jewish copper plates (1000 CE). The grant was issued by king Bhaskara 

Ravi Varmman to one Joseph Rabban (īsuppu irappaṉ) in Muyirikkōṭә (Muziris), 

believed to be somewhere near Kodungallur.13 Since the inscription was preserved by 

Kerala Jews for centuries, Joseph Rabban is assumed to be Jewish. Clearly, like his 

predecessor, the Nestorian Christian Maruvāṉ Sapīr Īśo, Joseph Rabban too acted as a 

leader or a representative of West Asian trade guilds regardless of the religious 

distinctions between their members. Remarkably, the Muyirikkōṭә grant significantly 

differs from the Kollam copper plates; whereas in the Kollam copper plates the 

signatories include West Asian merchants, in the Jewish copper plates the witnesses 

are Hindu military personnel. The Muyirikkōṭә inscription, in contrast to the Kollam 

copper plates, contains no evidence for any land granted to Joseph Rabban. According 

to M.G.S. Narayanan, the Muyirikkōṭә copper plates marked the gratitude of the ruler 

of Kodungallur for financial or martial support rather than constituting a land grant 

for a settlement.14 

Both inscriptions constitute the earliest evidence for Jews in the region, one 

somewhere in or near Kollam in south Kerala and the other in or near Kodungallur in 

central Kerala. None of the two inscriptions, however, provides evidence for a Jewish 

'ur-settlement' in Kodungallur or anywhere else for that matter. Nor is there any 

evidence in neither of the grants for a distinctively Jewish settlement with its own 

place of worship and land property. In fact, the hereditary honor to Joseph Rabban in 

the Jewish copper plates is prescribed for his nephews, rather than his sons, thus 
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suggesting that he might have joined a matrilineal household like the twelfth-century 

Jewish merchant by the name Abraham ben Yijū (see below). In any case, besides the 

historical evidence related to Jews in two different medieval coastal towns, there is 

ample evidence for Jews in other coastal towns in the region, as we shall see in the 

following section. 

III MALAYALAM LITERARY SOURCES 

The Old Malayalam Ballad of Payyannur (ca. fifteenth century) mentions the trade 

guilds añcuvaṇṇam and maṇigrāmam in Payyannur, some 450 kilometers to the north 

of Kollam. 15 This reference is embedded in a literary composition comparable to Old 

Jewish Malayalam songs composed at the same period and in the same region of the 

Ballad of Payyannur. The unique stylistic features shared by the Ballad of Payyannur 

and Old Jewish Malayalam compositions are: a. second-syllable rhymes (etuka) b. 

first-phoneme rhymes (mōṉa), c. Dravidinised (talbhavam) Sanskrit loanwords like 

caṅṅātam (< saṃghātam), maṇikkirāmam (< maṇigrāmam), nakeram (< nagaram). 

These features are demonstrated below in the ninety-second verse, where 

añcuvaṇṇam and maṇigrāmam are mentioned (etuka and mōṉa in bold characters and 

talbhavam Sanskrit loanwords underlined):  

povāṉ bilakki nen ettireyum/ pokk' oḻippāṉ arutāññūtat' ippoḷ/a/ 

cāvaḷarep-pole nīy akala-povūm/ caṅṅātam beṇam perikey ippoḷ//b//  

kovātalac-ceṭṭi añcuvṇṇam/ kūṭṭum maṇikkirāmattār makkeḷ/c/ 

nammaḷāl nālu nakerattilum/ nālerak koḷka kuṭikku cornno//d// 

For so long I prohibited you from going,  

For vain. 

As you go far as if seeking death,  
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You must have companions with you! 

For your sake, join the four trade associations 

Our alliances: the chief Goa merchant,16  

The añcuvaṇṇam, the maṇigrāmam and, our people.17 

The reference to añcuvaṇṇam and maṇigrāmam in the Ballad of Payyannur is far 

from being evidence for Jews settled in the region at the time. What is more 

significant are the generic similarities with Old Jewish Malayalam songs (pāṭṭә), 

preserving precisely the same above-mentioned features. These features are quite rare 

in Malayalam literature; they ran out of use by the fifteenth century. Apart from the 

Ballad of Payyannur, only one other composition contains them, the Rāmacaritam 

(ca. fourteenth century).18 The Old Jewish Malayalam pāṭṭә compositions adapt and 

retell Biblical and post-Biblical stories in language and style that predate the sixteenth 

century.19 For example, the fifth verse of the Biblical pāṭṭә Joseph Sold to Egypt 

shows the same generic features typical of this Old Malayalam genre: etuka and mōṉa 

rhymes and, talbhavam forms of Sanskrit loanwords (for example, cāttera < yātra,  

anuvam < anubhavam,  caraticcu < śraddhiccu). 

cāttera vaḻi pōkkara vannatuk kaṇṭu/ tambaṟ āṇicca20 nām it' ellām otta/a/ 

cattu pōyāl namakk' ent' or' anuvam/ caraticcu vaccāl cerippiṉōṭ' erum21//b// 

cātterap poṇeyavaru avara viḷiccu/ yoseviṉe kārek koṇṭe kāṭṭi/c/ 

ittare ennu vilayum paṟaññu/ irumbatu veḷḷikku viṟṟāru kāṇave//d//22 

They saw a caravan of travelers. 

"We are instructed by God! All is well! 

What shall we gain if Joseph dies? 

If we are careful, we might gain sandals." 

Calling the travelers, they displayed Joseph on land. 
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They fixed this much of price and  

Sold him for twenty silver. Behold!23 

The oldest and most coherent textual version of the Biblical pāṭṭә appears in a 

notebook dated 1876 and bearing the name of its owner: Abigail Madayi, 

suggestive of the origin of the tradition in Madayi in North Malabar, 

approximately fifteen kilometers south of Payyannur, after which the Ballad of 

Payyannur is named. The generic similarities and the extra-textual evidence 

suggest that Kerala Jewish culture underwent a formation stage in North Malabar 

during the premodern period, contrarily to the conventional notion of an ‘ur-

settlement’ in Kodungallur in central Kerala. 

IV HISTORICAL RECORDS IN HEBREW 

Hebrew sources dating from the twelfth century onwards attest ongoing contacts 

between Kerala Jews and West Asian Jewish Diaspora. The famous twelfth-century 

Jewish philosopher Moses Maimonides lost his younger brother David in a shipwreck 

on his way to the Malabar Coast, to the dismay of the devastated Maimonides who 

was financially supported by his brother’s trade with India.24 Maimonides attests to 

contemporary Jews settled in India in a letter addressed to the Jews of Lunel in 

Southern France. He writes that copies of his Mišneh Torah were distributed as far as 

India and adds that the Jews in India have no copies of the Pentateuch, so that they 

merely observe the most basic commandments. But rather than excluding Indian Jews 

from the rest of the Jewish world, Maimonides regards their limited knowledge of 

Jewish lore as a common denominator of Jews elsewhere: 

I hereby inform you that in this difficult time there are no more people left for 

raising the flag of Moses up high, except you [Jews of Lunel] and the cities 
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around you. I know that you always inquire into the teachings; that you are 

wise and intelligent. But in all those [other] places the [Jews] lost touch with 

the Torah […] However, in the periphery, rich people, God bless them, 

already willingly sent messengers and bought copies of [my] composition 

[Mišneh Torah] distributing them in each region. Thus, the eyes [of Jews] 

were opened and their actions corrected as far as India. However, the Jews in 

India do not know the written Torah and observe nothing of the [Mosaic] Law 

except for Saturday and circumcision at the eighth [day after birth]. Now, in 

the cities of the incompetent speakers [i.e. Persians] that are in the Islamic 

regions, [the Jews] merely read the Torah with no commentary. In the 

Western cities – well, we know already what their lot was, and we have no 

other help but you, brothers and men of our redemption.25  

Maimonides must have had the West Coast of South India in mind when he refers to 

India, for his brother and members of his congregation in Cairo were regularly 

frequenting the region as attested in the Geniza letters (see Section VI). He knew 

enough about the region to name and to define import goods typical of the trade with 

Malabar.26 His reference to Jews and their religious customs in India is, therefore, 

most likely related to premodern Kerala. 

Another direct reference in Hebrew to Jews in premodern Kerala is found in a letter 

sent from Cohin in ca. 1520 to Rabbi David ben Zimra in Alexandria asking for 

Halakhic advice regarding a bitter dispute in the community:  

Question from India from the Island of Cochin (Qogi), where there are 

approximately nine-hundred [Jewish] households; one-hundred of them are 

Jews of pure lineage and the rest are sons of slaves and sons of maidservants, 
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who are rich, observant and pious. Those of pedigree do not intermarry with 

them calling them slaves, so they endlessly quarrel about it. The rich so-called 

slaves differ from each other. Some of them arrived as merchants from 

Turkey, from the country of Aden and Yemen and from Persia (al-ʿAjām). 

They bought maidservants and begot by them sons and daughters […]. All 

these semi-infidels intermarried with each other; adhering to the Jewish 

religion, they became a large community. They are learned in the Torah, rich 

and close to the royal house and the government. They are also the main 

negotiators for merchants. Contrarily, the Jews of pedigree are the minority, 

they are poor, but they call the others slaves out of jealousy and hatred […].27 

Leaving aside the Halakhic problem related with conversion and intermarriage, the 

letter is an important testimony for the socioeconomic status of Jews in Cochin during 

the early sixteenth century, when the Portuguese were establishing Cochin as a major 

port in their emerging network of global trade.28 The anonymous writer must have 

been an Arabic speaker for he uses the Arabic name of Persia: al-ʿAjām. As such, the 

letter represents a period of radical transformation from Jews operating within the 

Arab maritime trade networks to Jews linked with Malabar by way of the European 

West India companies. By the time Cochin was taken over by the Dutch in 1663, the 

socioeconomic of the minority of ‘pure Jews’ in Cochin was drastically altered. It is 

sometime during this period that the ethnohistorical account of an ‘ur-settlement’ in 

Kodungallur emerged, as shown in the concluding section. Clearly, the author of this 

letter relates the origins of Kerala Jews to the trade networks connecting major centers 

in the Islamic world – Turkey, Persia and Aden.29    

V LITERARY SOURCES IN HEBREW 
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The premodern Jewish world considered Jews in Malabar as an extension of the trade 

networks rather than an isolated community of mythical origins as evident also in the 

twelfth-century Hebrew travelogue attributed to Benjamin of Tudela. The itinerary 

starts from Spain in ca. 1165 heading eastwards along the Indian Ocean trade routes 

via Aden to India and as far as China. The itinerary refers in passing to Jews in and 

around Kollam, which is described in a fantastic fashion typical of Jewish depictions 

of India, the source of luxury import goods.30 Despite their fanciful imagination of 

India, travelogues tend to provide some practical information for fellow travelers and 

traders.31 Locating Jews living in remote places is, therefore, a practical matter in 

providing useful information about nodal points in the Jewish networks. 

Benjamin’s description thus begins with the market conditions in Kollam: 

From [Qatifa],32 it is a seven-day journey to Kollam (Qaulam), where 

the kingdom of the sun worshippers begins. They are descendants of 

Kuš,33 divinising by stars; they are all black and trustworthy in 

business. When merchants from abroad reach their harbor, they are 

welcomed by three royal scribes, who write their names and introduce 

them before the king. The king is responsible for their property, so they 

can leave it unattended in the open. A clerk sits in one shop, and any 

lost items that one finds on the road is brought before him. The owner 

describes his lost item, and the clerk returns it to him. This is the 

custom in that kingdom.  

This pragmatic information is followed by elements of verisimilitude descriptive 

of the climate and the produce in the region and, culminating in a fanciful 

ethnography of the population: 
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From Passover [April] until the High Holidays [September-October] 

all through the summer, no one leaves home because of the sun. Since 

that country is extremely hot, three hours after sunrise they all hide in 

their houses until the evening, and go out only later. They light candles 

in all the markets and streets and conduct their business and trade 

during the night. They turn night into day due to the excessive heat of 

the sun. There is pepper there. They plant pepper trees in the fields, 

and each citizen knows his own orchard. The pepper trees are small, 

and the pepper is as white as snow, but when they pluck it, they put it 

in barrels and pour hot water on it to make it stronger. Then they take it 

out and dry it in the sun until it turns black. Additionally, cinnamon, 

ginger and many types of perfumes are found there.  

The people there do not bury their dead, but rather mummify them 

with all kinds of herbs, seat them on benches and cover them with 

cloth. The ancestors of each family are stored in special storage 

buildings. The flesh dries on their bones so they look alive. Everyone 

recognises his own ancestors many years into the past. They worship 

the sun. They have big altars everywhere around half a mile away from 

town. Every morning they run towards the sun, because each altar has 

a sun-disc manufactured by various magic tricks. During sunrise, the 

[sun] disc turns producing loud noises. Each person has his own vessel 

with burning incense for the sun. This is the conduct of men and 

women, silly as they are.  

Benjamin of Tudela is obviously unaware of the weather conditions during the 

monsoon season and ignorant about pepper cultivation for which Malabar was 
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famous during his times. His depiction of the inhabitants of Kollam relies on a 

common stock of images and motifs used to refer to exotic peoples.34 What 

follows is a soothing reference to Jews integrated in the local population but 

notably co-religionists of Benjamin and his readership: 

Among the people in those places, there are hundred Israelites in all 

these cities.35 All the people of that country are black, and so are the 

Jews. They are good Jews observing the commandments. They possess 

the Mosaic Law, the books of the prophets and little of Talmud and 

Halakha.36 

Benjamin takes notice of the number of Jews in all the places he mentions, so as to 

inform Jewish readers of potential hosts and business partners in distant lands.37 Many 

Jews mentioned in the travelogue are specifically identified as cloth-dyers, an 

occupation that demanded the regular provision of Indigo and other varnishing plants 

imported from India by Jewish traders.38 Benjamin refers to the Jews of Kollam as 

observant and pious, knowledgeable of the Jewish religion in a manner resembling the 

responsum cited earlier, written some four centuries later. In this, both writers identify 

the Jews of Malabar as Rabbinic Jews, differentiated from Karaite Jews, considered 

foreign and outcaste.39  

Benjamin’s reference to Malabar Jews further undermines the notion of an isolated 

community and renders the Jewish origin in an ‘ur-settlement’ in Kodungallur less 

likely.40 Furthermore, Benjamin fails to observe any Jewish kingdom or sovereignty 

in the region. Contrarily, he does mention Jewish kingdoms in remote regions located 

in the Arabian Peninsula.41 None of them, however, is called Shingly. 

The earliest reference to Shingly in Hebrew literature is in the poem nomar širah,42 

composed by Nissim ben Sanji of Constantinople, who visited Cochin in the 
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seventeenth century, sometime before 1686.43 This poem first appeared in print in 

1756, in a Hebrew book of prayers with liturgy for wedding rituals.44 The printed 

book also contains the earliest occurrence of the term as an attribute to the Jewish 

community in Cochin – 'Shingly Custom' (minhag šingli). The poem is addressed in 

the first person as eye-witness to an Israelite King of Shingly: 

Traveling from Spain, 

I heard of the city of Shingly. 

Longing for an Israelite king, 

I saw him with my own eyes. 

Clearly, the speaker is a poetic persona and the Israelite king is probably a Paradeśi 

bridegroom likened to a king. This poem was incorporated in the repertoire of all 

other communities only much later and in association with the feast day of Ṭu bi-

Šәḇaṭ,45 a ritual occasion celebrated by Kerala Jews only after their migration to 

Israel.46 For the Paradeśi Jews this poem – and especially the last verse – was 

functionally used for juxtaposing the bridegroom with Joseph Rabban while enacting 

during their wedding processions royal status symbols listed in the Muyirikkōṭә 

copper plates.47  

VI JUDEO-ARABIC SOURCES 

The argument that medieval Jews settled in premodern Kerala in various coastal 

towns while retaining contacts with Jews elsewhere is strongly supported by evidence 

found in business-letter exchanges in Judeo-Arabic.48 These letters were discovered in 

the geniza chamber of a Synagogue in Cairo, where the afore-mentioned Maimonides 

used to pray in the twelfth century. The Cairo Geniza contains hundreds of letters 

exchanged between Jewish traders from the eleventh to the thirteenth century, 
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providing a rare glimpse into the daily lives and biographies of merchants involved in 

the Indian Ocean maritime trade.49  

Though numerous port towns in the West Coast of India and, especially, in Malabar, 

are mentioned in the Geniza letters, the letters remain silent about Jewish 

communities in the Malayalam-speaking region. The letters do, however, refer 

occasionally to marital issues like abandoned wives, conversions and cohabitation 

with non-Jewish women.50 A famous example for intermarriage is that of Abraham 

ben Yijū, a Tunisian Jew who cohabitated with a Tulu Nair woman called Aśu, the 

sister of ben Yijū’s business partner.51 Occasional references in the letters to Jewish 

work migrants suggest transregional migration patterns, as of Yemenite Jews sent to 

work in Abraham ben Yijū’s bronze factory in Mangalore.52 Evidence of a Rabbinic 

court operating in Broach suggest the emergence of Jewish communities at the time.53 

Based on the evidence in the Geniza letters, Kollam emerges as an important 

destination for Jewish traders, who mention a ship regularly sailing to Kollam and 

bearing the name al-kūlāmi, ‘the Kollamite One’.54 Clearly, Kollam cannot be 

considered as an ‘ur-settlement’ of Jews either; several port towns along the 

northernmost districts of the Malayalam-speaking region such as 

Dharmapaṭṭaṇam/Dahbatan, Vaḷarpaṭṭaṇam/Baryabatan and Pantalayāni-

Kollam/Fandarayana are mentioned time and again. These places are also known from 

premodern Arabic sources, to which we turn next.  

VII ARABIC SOURCES 

The West Coast of South India derives its name ‘Malabar’ from Arabic travel 

literature, by combining the place name malī with the Persian/Arabic word bar, 

'land'.55 Notably, it is in Arabic sources that the place name Shingly originates as sinjlī 
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 Abu al-Fidāʾ (1273-1331) mentions two 56.(سنجا) and sanjā (شنكلي) šinklī ,(سنجلي)

places inhabited by Jews, Śāliyāt and Śinkli, the former is identified as Chaliyam in 

northern Kerala.57 Al-Dimašqī (1256-1327) writes that Šinklī and Fandarīna 

(Pantalayāni-Kollam) in North Kerala are inhabited by Jews.58 Though the location of 

Shingly cannot be identified as any currently existing coastal town, it is associated 

with Kodungallur based on the origin myths told by Paradeśi Jews in Cochin.59 None 

of the references to Shingly, wherever it may be, marks it as a prominent Jewish 

settlement, let alone a kingdom. Moreover, mapping a region by relying on medieval 

descriptions of a landscape often based on second-hand accounts can be frustrating, 

especially in cases of port towns that may have been abandoned long ago. 

The only reference loosely supportive of Jewish self-rule in the region is in Ibn 

Baṭṭūṭa’s fourteenth-century travelogue (riḥla),60 in a place called Kunja-Kari, half-

way between Calicut and Kollam. P. M. Jussay identifies Kunja-Kari with 

Chennamangalam, based on Ibn Baṭṭūṭa’s description of a hill which is not found in 

Kodungallur.61 Though Ibn Baṭṭūṭa’s travelogue is based on a first-hand account of 

the author, his reference to Jewish sovereignty in Malabar should be read carefully in 

the context of the rise of Calicut as a trade center in the north contrasted with Kollam 

in the south. The journey of Ibn Baṭṭūṭa is through a foreign and alienated landscape; 

he chases a big Chinese vessel (kakkam) sailing southwards with all his possessions, 

servants and concubines. Left with nothing but his prayer mat he hires a Malayali 

Muslim servant, annoyed by his behavior and drinking habits:  

As I was told that the kakkam would have to put in at Kawlam (Kollam), I 

decided to travel thither, it being a ten days' journey either by land or by river, 

if anyone prefers that route. I set out therefore by the river, and hired one of 

the Muslims to carry the carpet for me. Their custom is to disembark in the 
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evening and pass the night in the village on its banks, returning to the boat in 

the morning. We did this too. There was no Muslim on the boat except the 

man I hired, and he used to drink wine with the infidels and annoy me with his 

brawling, which made things all the worse for me.62 

Ibn Baṭṭūṭa is emphatically estranged in an alien, perhaps even scary, landscape, when 

he refers to Jews: 

On the fifth day of our journey, we came to Kunja-Kari, which is on 

the top of a hill there; it is inhabited by Jews, who have one of their 

own number as their governor, and pay a poll tax to the sultan of 

Kawlam.63  

The Jews are the first sign for approaching Kollam, the famous and affluent 

port town. Moreover, the sociopolitical conditions in Kollam are clearly 

known too, as Ibn Baṭṭūṭa refers to the Sultan of the Infidels by the title 

Tirawari, an Arabicised form of Tiruvaṭi, already mentioned in the Kollam 

copper plates as the title of the Hindu ruler Ayyaṉ Aṭikaḷ (see Section II 

above). The position of a governor subordinate to the ruler of Kollam might at 

best be read as that of a community leader.64 In Kollam, Ibn Baṭṭūṭa finally 

meets fellow Muslims up to his standards: 

On the tenth day, we reached the city of Kawlam, one of the finest 

towns of the Mulaybar lands. It has fine bazaars, and its merchants are 

called Súlís. They are immensely wealthy; a single merchant will buy a 

vessel with all that is in it and load it with goods from his own house. 

There is a colony of Muslim merchants; the cathedral mosque is a 

magnificent building, constructed by the merchant Khawája 

Muhazzab. […] Muslims are honored and respected in [Kawlam]. The 
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sultan of Kawlam is an infidel called Tirawari. He respects the 

Muslims and has severe laws against thieves and profligates.65    

Ibn Baṭṭūṭa's reference to Jews suggests that they were subordinated to Kollam rather 

than Kodungallur, which at the time seems to be of little economic significance 

compared with Calicut and Kollam. If by the fourteenth century Jews were paying 

poll tax to the ruler of Kollam, some five centuries after the Kollam copper plates, it is 

possible to conclude that Kerala Jewish communities were more closely affiliated 

with Kollam than with Kodungallur even as late as the fourteenth century. 

VIII EUROPEAN SOURCES 

Towards the late medieval, European travelers began to write about the region. The 

earliest reference to Jews is in the late-thirteenth century travelogue by Marco Polo 

(1254-1324). Again, the place where Jews are located, this time along with Christians, 

is in Kollam: 

Upon leaving Maabar and proceeding five-hundred miles towards the 

south-west, you arrive at the kingdom of Koulam. It is the residence of 

many Christians and Jews, who retain their proper language. The king 

is not tributary to any other.66  

Marco Polo specifically relates to Kollam and to its Jewish and Christian inhabitants 

possibly attempting to mark the place as friendly to traders back home. The reference 

to their retention of “proper language” is followed by a section on Indian export goods 

culminating in referring to the market conditions, echoing to a certain extent the 

merchant-friendly description of Kollam by Benjamin of Tudela in the mid-twelfth 

century. 
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The heat during some months is so violent as to be scarcely 

supportable; yet the merchants resort thither from various parts of the 

world, such, for instance, as the kingdom of Manji (South China) and 

Arabia attracted by the great profits they obtain both upon the 

merchandise they import, and upon their returning cargos.67 

In the early fourteenth century, another Italian traveler, Odorico da Pordenone, visited 

the Malabar Coast. He too, like Abu al-Fidāʾ and Dimašqī before him, mentions Jews 

settled in North Malabar. The Jews in his account are rivals to Christians in Flandrina 

(Pantalayāni Kollam) and in neighboring Shingly. But first, Odorico visits Kollam,:   

And now that ye may know how pepper is got, let me tell you that it 

growth in a certain empire whereunto I came to land, the name 

whereof is Minibar, and it growth nowhere else in the world but there. 

And the forest in which the pepper growth extendeth for a good eighty 

days' journey, and in that forest there are two cities, the one thereof is 

called Flandrina and the other Cyngilin. In the city of Flandrina some 

are Jews and some are Christians; and between those two cities there is 

always internal war, but the result is always that the Christians beat 

and overcome the Jews.68 

The references to Jews in the south and in the north of premodern Kerala are 

compatible with the evidence in the sources viewed so far, strengthening the notion of 

Jewish settlements scattered along the west coast of South India and weakening the 

identification of Kodungallur with a Jewish ‘ur-settlement’. 

X JEWISH MALAYALAM AND HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS 
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Besides the textual evidence discussed so far, linguistic and ethnographic data 

challenge the centrality of Kodungallur in Kerala Jewish history as well as the notion 

of an isolated and deteriorated Jewish community. Alternative views on the origin and 

history of the community are documented in some studies on Kerala Jews. Barbara 

Johnson cites several sources including interviews that refer to Calicut as a place of 

origin.69 Similarly, Shemtob Gaguine refers to a record of a synagogue in Calicut.70 

Madayi in North Kerala is mentioned in several accounts as a place inhabited by 

Jews.71 This is supported by the retention of a Jewish family name Madayi and by an 

old quarry in Madayi bearing the name jūtakkuḷam, ‘Jewish Pond’.72 Considering the 

evidence in the premodern sources discussed in this paper, it is reasonable to assume 

that medieval Jews were also settled in or around Calicut, though it is difficult to tell 

when exactly they all clustered in and around Cochin in Central Kerala.73  

The historical link with North Kerala is most emphatically attested in the linguistic 

heritage of Kerala Jews, which was identified as a distinctive Jewish language only 

recently, when Jewish Malayalam has already reached its moribund stage.74 Several 

phonemic features of Jewish Malayalam attest its affinity with northern Malayalam 

dialects; the most striking example is the alternation between /ḻ/ and /t/ in words like 

tōtan (< tōḻan), 'groomsman' and kaḻa (< katha), 'story', (a hypercorrection). Similarly, 

the use of an –a accusative ending instead of –e as in Modern Malayalam is 

comparable with northern dialects affiliated with Southern dialects of Kannada. 

Additionally, some morphophonemic features are comparable with the Muslim 

dialects of North Malabar like the adjectival and participial ending in –e instead of the 

more standard –a. Jewish Malayalam is comparable with Muslim dialects also on the 

lexical level; kinship terms like umma, 'mother', vāva, 'father', and kākka, 'elder 

brother' are shared by both Jewish and Muslim Malayalam speakers to this day. Also 
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telling is the kinship term for 'husband', māppiḷa, which derives from the combination 

of māmaṉ, 'maternal uncle' and piḷḷa, 'son', suggestive of the centuries-old interactions 

with matrilineal castes.75 The term māppiḷa used to denote in the past the general 

category of Muslims, Christians and Jews in Kerala. Nowadays, it refers only to 

Muslims. Similarly, Jewish Malayalam speakers in Israel still use the term nērcca for 

festive occasions and vows as typical of Kerala Muslim festive occasions. The term 

mōlyārә, ‘rabbi’, too is comparable with the Muslim term mōylyārә, 'religious 

authority', both terms are derived from the more standard term mutaliyār, ‘headman’.  

Another term onnāṅkārṇṇōrǝ, ‘communal elder’, is suggestive of affinities with the 

nāyar communities of North Kerala, attested in Judeo-Arabic documents of the 

twelfth century, where the brother-in-law of the aforementioned Abraham ben Yijū is 

named Nāyar. Also the term taṟavāṭǝ, 'hereditary estate', still used by Jewish-

Malayalam speakers is suggestive of a matrilineal social organisation similar to 

Nāyars.  

Besides the family name Madayi mentioned above, another family name, Muttath, 

suggests an origin place in Kerala in Muttam, approximately thirty kilometers south 

of Cochin, and closer to Kollam in the far south, where Jews were first attested to be 

present in the Malayalam-speaking region. Like Madayi, Muttam too is mentioned in 

Jewish chronicles since the seventeenth century. Affinities with Christian 

communities in South Kerala are further attested by the terms kaṭavumbhāgam and 

tekkumbhāgam that distinguish between two synagogue communities in Ernakulam 

and in Cochin each. These terms are comparable with the Christian terms, 

vaṭakkumbhāgar, 'Northists', and tekkumbhāgar, 'Southists' distinguishing between St. 

Thomas and Knānaya Christians respectively.76 Some Jewish Malayalam speakers in 

Israel interpret the term kaṭavumbhāgam as 'the northern side' (k < v), rather than 'the 
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side of the river bank', which is the conventional interpretation of the term.77 This is 

significant because the terms denote affinities with the Christians from South Kerala, 

once again suggestive of historical connection with the coastal area in the south. 

Lastly, some surviving anecdotes, idioms, stories, folk etymologies and proverbs 

testify to a formerly-rich oral tradition in Jewish Malayalam, most of it forgotten by 

the time it began to be documented. Nevertheless, even the few ethnohistorical 

narrations that were recorded challenge the primacy of Kodungallur in Kerala Jewish 

ethnohistory and the dubious identification of Kodungallur as the mythical Shingly. 

Remarkably, none of the Jewish Malayalam speakers ever used the word Shingly 

while speaking in Malayalam.  

One story recurring among Jewish Malayalam speakers in Israel does relate to 

Kodungallur. Yosi Oran, who was born in Chennamangalam in 1945, recalled a story 

about Tipu Sultan (d. 1799) invading Kodungallur and expelling the Jews from the 

city. According to Oran, the expelled Jews took an oath by breaking a stick (kōl 

aṭaccu) never to spend even a single night in the town. Other former inhabitants of 

Chennamangalam recalled that the expelled Jews took a handful of earth with them to 

be buried with it when their time comes. There were so many of them, that the act left 

a huge pit in the ground,  which is still seen today retaining the name jūtakkuḷam 

(Jewish pond) by the local people.78 These narrations may not be completely 

ahistorical; in an Arabic text written by a Malayali Muslim in the late sixteenth 

century, an incident in Kodungallur dated 1524 involved a violent conflict between 

Jews and Muslims in Kodungallur.79 However, it seems that the prominence of 

Kodungallur and its association with traumatic destruction among Chennamangalam 

Jews reflect and react to the Paradeśi legends that stigmatised all other Kerala Jews as 

their former slaves.80  
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Finally, faint memories of alternative origin myths are still retained in Jewish 

Malayalam, such as a story told about Parur by Hemda Tiferet: 

The Jews in Parur had much wealth. They entrusted it with the Levites 

and Kohanim to build the third temple over there. They laid the 

foundation stones, but there erupted a plague and many died. Then 

they started again. Again the plague erupted and killed many. They 

abandoned this plan, and the place became a jungle. Our mothers told 

us it was dangerous to play there and forbade us from going there.81 

The subtext of this story is that Parur was for its Jewish population as holy as 

Jerusalem, where the first and second temples were built and destroyed prior to exile. 

It warns against forgetting the yearning to return to Zion and thus strikingly contrasts 

with the legends of Kodungallur that replicate the motifs of destruction and exile, 

ascribing Kodungallur the status of a second Jerusalem.82 Similar locality-oriented 

ethnohistories survived in bits and pieces in fading memories that barely made it to 

the studies on Kerala Jews. However, the bits and pieces that did get through clearly 

point at legends and myths of origin that challenge the primacy given to the Shingly 

myth.  

XI CONCLUSION: REORIENTING SHINGLY 

Jews must have inhabited Kodungallur sometime in the past, but there is no evidence 

to support the assumption that it was the most important or the oldest centre for Jews 

in Kerala anytime in the past.83 It is the early modern period in Malabar Jewish 

history that produced the legendary Shingly and its identification with Kodungallur 

rather than an early and obscure phase in premodern history, which provides evidence 

for diffusion of Jews in various port towns in Malabar. Similarly, the notion of an 
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'isolated' premodern Malabar Jewry can be traced in the early modern ‘Age of 

Discoveries’, for premodern Jewish sources provide ample evidence for constant 

contacts between Jews in Malabar and Jews in the Arab Muslim world. It is, in fact, 

difficult to imagine the involvement of Jews in maritime trade networks without such 

contacts being sustained over time. Indeed, the notion of a lost Jewish kingdom 

inhabited by isolated Jews is traceable in the fanciful imagination of early modern 

Jewish accounts of India as reflected in late seventeenth-century Jewish sources such 

as the Hebrew poem by Nissim ben Sanji and the Portuguese travel account by 

Mosseh Pereyra de Paiva. Arguably, the legend of Shingly and the isolation myth 

both served for incorporating Jewish trade networks in the European political and 

economic ventures to the Malabar Coast. Pereyra de Paiva’s biography portrays him 

as a member of such network.84 

The origin of the Shingly myth lies in early-sixteenth century Europe, where the name 

Shingly is first attested in Hebrew in the Messianic writings of Yohanan Alemano of 

Florence (1503) and David Reubeni (1525). During that period, Jews in the European 

Diaspora sought alliance with Christians in their quest after both wealth and messianic 

aspirations in the ‘Far East’, where ‘lost tribes’ and ‘isolated kingdoms’ waited to 

reunite with their Christian and Jewish brethren from Europe.85 Rather than providing 

historical evidence for Shingly, these accounts attest the emergence of a new type of 

Jewish long-distance trade networks based on alliance with the colonial powers that 

were gradually expanding in the Indian Ocean Rim and taking over the Arab Muslim 

trade networks. 

The early-modern account by Alemano is probably the earliest reference to a lost 

Jewish kingdom on the Malabar Coast. His narration betrays the tensions between 
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European Christians and Arab Muslims competing for domination of the Indian 

Ocean trade routes: 

When they travelled the Indian Ocean, they found places full of Ismaelites 

(Muslims). One is a big city called Calicut and its ruler is very great. Another 

nearby kingdom is called Cochin. Near Cochin there’s a country 15-days walk 

long. It is all populated by Jews. The king is called Joseph and his capital is 

called Shingly. […] All the pepper comes from that country. The Jews gather 

and sell it mostly in Cochin and especially to four big Ismaelite merchants, 

who are settled there and who pay taxes to the king so that no man in Cochin 

could buy from the Jews except for them. And they sell it to the Portuguese.86  

Alemano attributes this account to Haim Franco, who feared disembarking a 

Portuguese ship in Cochin:  

All these were told by one Portuguese Haim Franco. He himself spoke with 

two of their rabbis who came to the ship to speak on his behalf. Among them 

was a venerable Jewish man of the servants of king Joseph sent to speak with 

the four Ismaelite merchants, who bought pepper, in order to bail out that 

afore-mentioned Haim by payment of 10,000 ducats to the master of the ship 

so as to allow him to meet their king Joseph. But Haim refused out of fear, for 

something had happened to him that he didn’t disclose to them for he was 

afraid of the master of the ship.87 

The reasons for Franco’s apprehension remain unspecified. He might have been a spy 

working for the Portuguese, therefore fearing directly contacting Jews associated with 

Muslims in Cochin.88 Alemano’s narration proceeds in the form of a Jewish ethos 
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with Biblical references and it is presented as a narration by the Shingly Jews in the 

first-person plural: 

Before the destruction of the first temple during the time of king Yeroḇʿam 

ben Nәḇaṭ, nine tribes had settled in Kuš (Ethiopia). We who are settled in the 

land of Shingly are of the tribe of Judea and Benjamin. After the destruction of 

the second temple, Šәmuʾel Ha-Levi, Israelites and kohens (priests) came like 

primordial water to the land of Malibar and the name of their city is Shingly. 

At that time all the land of Malibar and the land of Calicut and the land of 

Cochin are all at the hands of one king Prestor John. The king gave to each 

king his own city. To the king Samari (Zamorin) he gave the city of Calicut. 

To Rabbi Šәmuʾel he gave Shingly. To king Beveli (?) he gave Cochin. And 

we are favored by the king of Cochin and he is favored by us, but not so the 

king of Calicut.89  

Though the narration is clearly fanciful and a-historical, it reflects the historical 

conditions at that time; indeed in the early sixteenth century Calicut and Cochin were 

rival kingdoms, with the Portuguese gradually forming their alliance with Cochin. 

That Jews too sought alliance with the Portuguese at that time is attested in the 

account of the messianic Jewish traveler David Reubeni, who first heard of Shingly at 

the court of the king of Portugal in 1525: 

The captive captain was brought before the king that day. I was standing 

before the king, and the captain was standing before the king. The king asked 

him: “The land of India and Calicut – are there Jews there?” The captain 

replied: “There are so many Jews that they cannot be numbered. They are in 

Šingoli – ten-days walk from Calicut.” The king asked him: “Did you hear 
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about the Jews being ruled by kings?” and he told the king that they have their 

own kings. The servants before me, the Jews and also one Arabic speaker 

heard all these things and they told me that.90 

These references show that the term Shingly and the notion of isolated and self-

governing Jews originated in the context of early modern colonial expansion rather 

than in premodern Malabar. These Hebrew sources witness the emergence of new 

types of Jewish trade networks basing alliances in Jewish-Christian messianic 

ideology while distancing from the Arab Muslim networks. The premodern sources in 

Arabic, Judeo-Arabic and Old Malayalam and the linguistic fossils and fading 

memories in Jewish Malayalam tell a history that is incompatible with the paradigms 

of the Jewish narrative of destruction, exile and reunion of the 'tribes'. Nevertheless, 

this history better fits the known history of Jews along the long-distance trade routes 

in premodern times; it is a history of networking with West Asian Muslims and 

Christians, of integration into the framework of sociocultural exchange and 

interreligious collaboration. It is, therefore, a history worthy to be told beyond the 

narrow field of Jewish studies and without the prejudices against indigenous Jews in 

premodern Kerala as offspring of converted ‘slaves’ disconnected from the centuries-

old networks of Asian – especially Arab – Jews prior to the European ‘Age of 

Discoveries’. 
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